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Pavement Structural Life 
Determination

LTNZ Research Project No 0097 Tonkin & Taylor, Dave Stevens

Predicting Pavement Life
Comparison of  Actual Life vs Predicted Life

Focus on In situ NDT (Deflection Data & High Speed Data (Rutting and 
Roughness)

Ideal Plot, on 1:1 
line
Structural Distress Modes 
1, 2, 3….
namely 

• Rutting
• Roughness
• Flexure (cracking, 
pumping, potholing > 
maintenance costs)
•Shear instability?
Determine critical mode
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Predicting Pavement Life

Best Expectation of 
Final NDT Model

Structural Distress Modes
*, #, +….

Rutting
Roughness
Flexure (cracking, pumping, 

potholing > maintenance 
costs)

Shear Instability
Determine critical mode
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Mechanistically Based 
Pavement Life Prediction for 

Unbound Granular Pavements
•Improved reliability for asset management
•Verification of new construction
•Based on NZ Accelerated Pavement Testing and 
national Long Term Pavement Performance sites
•“APT-LTPP” Model applicable to NZ pavements
•Adopts mechanistic basis
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Initial Mechanistic-Empirical 
Procedure

Second Stage 
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Third/Fourth Stage

Accelerated Pavement Testing-
CAPTIF
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National LTPP Sites

Predictive Model Basis
• APT (CAPTIF) for early to mid-life (to 1 MESA)
• Adjust APT data for sheltered environment 

where characteristics are anomalous with 
respect to typical field determined conditions

• LTPP sites used for mid to later life (to 10 
MESA)

• Other sites – Extensive LTNZ study (RR 259, 
Bailey et al, 2006) study of pavements due for 
rehabilitation, adopted for mature to terminal 
phase.
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Why vary from HDM-4/dTIMS or Austroads?
• The empirical Structural Number concept (eg SNP, used as the only structural parameter in HDM-4 /dTIMS) 

had its origin in the AASHO Road Test in the late1950’s, when determining stresses and strains for in-service 
pavements was impractically time-consuming. However, it is now clear from observed performance that 
attempted predictions of the life of a new or near new pavement based on Structural Number concepts 
frequently result in 3 orders of magnitude error in terms of number of ESA to a terminal rutting condition.

• Using only a subgrade strain criterion also results in poor predictions of pavement life. The stresses and 
strains in every layer are important. (CAPTIF).

• A further severe limitation is that both the above approaches really only predict life in terms of subgrade 
rutting. Consideration of the overlying layers and also mechanistic predictions, based on at least the 4 most 
common forms of structural distress, are essential.

• Feedback from asset managers with local authorities is that  “Forward Work Programmes are proving 
unrealistic” if based on the HDM-4 model. This hardly surprising in view of the amount of structural 
information discarded in the SNP simplification. At best the HDM-4 model provides an average indication for 
the entire network (and then only after calibration), but it  cannot possibly provide reliable performance 
prediction of individual roads let alone specific treatment lengths. 

• Mechanistic methods (determining the stresses and strains in all layers of a pavement) have long been 
promoted in European practice (Ullidtz, 1998) and are now widely recognised worldwide. American practice 
since 2002 (NCHRP) has also dropped SNP and its base parameter –the layer coefficient - with the revision 
of the AASHTO Pavement Design Guide. (NCHRP, 2004: “Nothing could be more nebulous than this
parameter…This lack of materials property consideration can lead to early failures. These limitations resulted 
from the fact that variation in material quality was not a primary experimental variable included in the AASHO 
Road Test ”.)

• With currently available field measurement capability and fast processing software, there is now no reason for 
adopting simplified methods that will not discern the mechanism of deterioration for a specific treatment 
length, as neither a reliable forward work programme nor the appropriate way to rehabilitate can be 
determined. The Structural Number concept effectively thwarts any advancement, confining pavement 
engineering to a backwater. Provided fundamental performance in terms of stresses and strains in all layers is 
considered,  the industry can progressively improve its understanding of the mechanisms of pavement 
deterioration and continue to develop and refine rational mechanistic methods to predict pavement life 
(Dawson, 2002).

Improved Deterioration Model
• Confined so far, to only structurally related 

distress modes (while still recognising that there 
are many other mechanisms that can result in a 
terminal condition, Dawson 2002 workshop)

• NCHRP – limitations at present
• Uses only readily available parameters (ie those 

currently on the RAMM database)
• Adopts the simplest, practical formulation that is 

fully consistent with all the recorded data from NZ 
APT, LTPP sites, LTNZ study of terminal 
pavements and specific case histories
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Basis of the APT-LTPP Model (1)
The requirement of the model is to rationally Incorporate observed performance of pavements using 

fundamental mechanistic concepts. The model is formulated to address all of the following 20 points:

1 Accelerated pavement testing (APT) currently provides the most relevant source of data for modelling 
early life performance  under controlled environmental conditions. (Testing usually continues up to about 1 
MESA).

2 Long Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) sites are providing a growing database of mid to late life field 
performance, allowing continuous improvement of the APT-LTPP Model.

3 Prime LTPP sites now allow reliable linking of APT and LTPP data. Prime sites denote those that are 
monitored from the time of first construction, with initial conditions and parameters measured as soon as 
the surfacing is in place but prior to any trafficking

4 The APT sites use vertical surface deformation (VSD) as a primary measure of deterioration hence this is 
adopted as the basis of  primarily rutting and to some extent roughness progression.

5 Rutting and roughness from high speed data, provide convenient measures of existing condition for in-
service pavements.

6 Rut depth cannot be directly correlated to VSD because of the unfixed origin of the multi-laser profilometer
which adopts a 2 metre virtual straight edge: in wide lanes or where traffic wander is considerable, the 
virtual support points themselves experience occasional trafficking and therefore reported rut depth is less
than VSD.  Conversely in narrow lanes or where traffic wander is minimal, trafficking of the virtual support 
points is rare and lateral deformation effects are likely to cause slight dilation away from wheelpaths
resulting in elevation of the support points, thus in this case, reported rut depth from the laser profilometer
will be greater than VSD.

7 The difference between VSD and reported rut depth from high speed data must be rationally accounted for 
when models are derived from APT data.

8 Rutting progression rates are not constant, but are fundamentally related to elapsed ESA since 
construction as well as the structural stiffnesses of all component layers.

9 Roughness progression is related fundamentally to VSD and also structural uniformity along each 
wheelpath.

10 Structural uniformity that relates to roughness progression is a function of the local (point to point) 
variability of the pavement stiffness along the wheelpath, not to a steady uni-directional change in stiffness 
and hence not necessarily related to standard deviation as used in the HDM and NCHRP models.

Basis of the APT-LTPP Model (2)

11 Pavement structural life is governed not only by strains at the top of the subgrade but also by 
strains at depth within the subgrade and within each pavement layer. Observations from 
CAPTIF confirm that reliance on a subgrade criterion alone, can give errors of over 100 fold 
if predicting the number of ESA to a terminal rutting condition.

12 An extended compressive vertical strain criterion can be readily adopted that includes both 
the standard subgrade strain criterion and, based on LTPP data, suitable strain criteria from 
all individual pavement layers. 

13 A pavement design chart (eg Austroads Figure 8.4) that has provided reliable empirical 
design in the past should be a reliable basis for back-analysing an appropriate subgrade 
strain criterion. This process is also applicable for determining reasonable strain criteria for 
the overlying layers, provided proven modular ratios are used for unbound granular 
materials. Back-analysis results can be unconservative hence for all cases, checks need to 
be made with respect to LTPP sites that exhibit substantial wear and have known past traffic

14 Flexure under traffic loading and its associated horizontal tensile strains require 
consideration for all bound structural layers, and also layers which are often regarded as 
non-structural such as porous asphalt and sprayed seals where the maximum tensile strains 
are often found to be at the top of the layer (if it is thin), as opposed to the case of thick 
structural asphalt when the maximum tensile strain is invariably at the bottom of the layer. 

15 The inclination of the road, speed of traffic and braking/cornering stresses require 
consideration when assessing flexural life of thin asphalt or sprayed seal layers. The 
standard 1ESA loading should in this case include the relevant tractive horizontal shear 
stresses as well as the normal vertical loading.

16 Where unbound basecourse forms the top layer and is not protected by structural asphalt, 
life will be limited by degradation of the aggregate which will eventually lead to shear 
instability.
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Basis of the APT-LTPP Model (3)
17 Newly constructed unbound granular pavement layers compacted using best practice to accepted 

standards, will increase in stiffness markedly during early life trafficking, particularly in the first year or at 
least the first 20,000 ESA. The degree of stiffness improvement and early life rutting may be predicted 
from the ratios of layer moduli measured at the time of construction.i

18 Unless subject to variable watertable levels that come close to the top of a fine grained subgrade, 
pavements that are adequately protected by watertight surfacing soon tend to reach an equilibrium 
condition as far as stiffness is concerned. Subsequent changes in stiffness due to seasonal changes then 
tend to be minimal.  Until either shear instability develops or cracking is initiated, the structural stiffnesses
of all pavement layers will not reduce markedly even with prolonged trafficking.

19 A small change in equilibrium soil water content will induce a large change in the rate of progression of 
permanent deformation. In particular, from laboratory repeated load triaxial testing an increase of 1% 
water content in a basecourse will increase the rutting rate (per load cycle) in that layer by over two orders 
of magnitude. Similar sensitivity is inferred from in-service pavements. For this reason a relevant 
environmental parameter is fundamental for any pavement deterioration model and also for reaching 
conclusions regarding the potential in-service performance after repeated load testing of non-standard 
aggregates

20 Pavement material parameters seldom exhibit a normal (Gaussian) distribution. Adopting relevant 
percentiles for characterising design parameters avoids the need to assume any particular distribution and 
is therefore a practical course. Appropriate selection of treatment lengths on the basis of structural 
homogeneity is critical for rational prediction of deterioration and forward work programmes. Separating 
treatment lengths into discrete lanes is essential to obtain a meaningful model for roughness progression.

Over-simplistic methods have provided an excellent starting point for pavement modelling in the past. 
However, with current computing capabilities, if the information from a full deflection bowl is discarded and 
replaced with only a single parameter such as structural number then the benefits of standard mechanistic 
analysis and the associated informed understanding of stresses, strains and deformations (normal 
practice in most other engineering disciplines) is lost and reliable modelling is impossible.

Strain criterion for granular layers
• The general form of the widely used subgrade strain criterion was adopted as the starting 

point for evaluation:

- Equation 1 

where:
μεSG is the vertical strain at the top of the subgrade (microstrain)
NSG is the number of load repetitions to reach a terminal condition
k and n are constants for the material

• Falling Weight Deflectometer testing and evaluation of national long term pavement 
performance (LTPP) sites indicates that permanent deformation in any unbound 
basecourse or subbase layer can be predicted by a granular strain criterion of the same 
general form as that used for the subgrade, namely:

- Equation 2

where:
μεi is the vertical strain at the mid-depth of layer i (microstrain)
NGi is the number of load repetitions to cause a terminal condition in the layer
k and n are constants for the material, (both being larger than for subgrade 

materials)
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Pavement Design Based On Deformations 
Within All Layers

• The procedure for design using strains in all layers is as follows:

i. Determine the number of load repetitions (NSG) expected to cause a terminal condition in 
the subgrade

ii. Determine the number of load repetitions (NGi) expected to cause a terminal condition in 
each of the granular layers (i)

iii. Sum the relative wear per repetition using a weighted average of the wear in the subgrade 
and granular layers, and hence determine total number (NT) of load repetitions to reach a 
terminal condition from permanent deformation within the full depth of pavement 

• Using this process, the following relationship is implied:

- Equation 3

where:
ai and aSG are weighting functions determined from back analysis of the 
standard pavement design chart for unbound granular pavements with further 
verification and calibration from LTPP sites, with aSG being a function of the 
total thickness of the overlaying layers, rather than the constant which has 
been adopted traditionally. 

• Equation 3 may be regarded as the pavement rutting life based on multi-layer 
strains. If the layers overlying the subgrade have small permanent strains, or if they 
are neglected, then the first term in the denominator vanishes and the expression 
reduces to the traditional subgrade strain equation if aSG is set equal to unity.
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1 ESA Longitudinal Section
(Dynamic –asymmetric) 

Add the traction, 65 kPa (level, 80 km/hr no headwind) but greater on inclines and corners. 
May be 240 kPa typical braking. 1ESA dynamic load is basis of flexural life model

In thin seals, tensile strain at 
top of seal usually governs !

In moderate or thick asphaltic 
layers tensile strain at the 
bottom of the layer
usually governs

Structural Uniformity
• Critical to pavement performance and 

emphasised in specifications (F/1, B/2)
• Currently no quantitative measure (no KPM)
• “Standard deviation” is used by NCHRP, but 

this statistic has no impact on serviceability 
of a pavement if the parameter changes 
steadily with chainage, ie “standard 
deviation” is demonstrably not an 
appropriate measure.

• A relevant KPM is needed
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Standard Deviation or Variance
• Basis of NCHRP roughness model.
• HDM4, dTIMS
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Application (I)
• New parameters can now be generated after 

any deflection survey.
• HSD desirable, but can be estimated visually
• Integrate structural and HSD/Visual Surveys as 

well as other fields – all available in RAMM
• Determine residual life, (and hence timing for 

detailed Forward Work Programme) and 
optimum type of rehabilitation for each specific 
treatment length.

• Uses same mechanistic approach for network 
evaluation as well as project level.

Application (II)  

• Remaining Life
– MESA to terminal rutting condition (20 mm Transit limit)
– MESA to terminal roughness condition but note the latter varies 

(100-150 NAASRA depending on road category -speed/location)
– MESA to terminal flexural distress (interim calibration based on 

Austroads pavement thickness design chart and separately from 
LTPP sites by assuming, very crudely, that after 25 years of 
trafficking 10 percent of each road is likely to be getting close to 
terminal condition of the surfacing, supplemented by case 
histories). 

– MESA to terminal shear instability of unbound base layers
• Average Deterioration Rates – direct measure HSLP

– Rutting rate– mm/MESA
– Roughness rate – IRI/MESA or NAASRA/MESA

Output (preliminary – IAL model, some aspects need more calibration)
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Application (III) – Case History Rural Road (Balfour)
Relevant structural life is the minimum of:
Rutting, Roughness, Flexure, Shear instability
Note relative life rather than absolute until calibrated.
More easily perceived as cumulative distribution – see next slide…….
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Total Traffic (MESA) IAL Model

Road Name:  Granular Pavement (15/06/1994) 
Parameter: Total Traffic (MESA) - Rutting IAL Model

Road Name:  Granular Pavement (15/06/1994) 
Parameter: Total Traffic (MESA) - Roughness IAL Model

Road Name:  Granular Pavement (15/06/1994) 
Parameter: Total Traffic (MESA) - Flexure Model

Road Name:  Granular Pavement (15/06/1994) 
Parameter: Total Traffic (MESA) - Basecourse Shear Instability Model

Application IV- Case History Rural Road (Balfour)

Cumulative Distribution for Structural Life for 5 percentile Design:
Life to terminal Roughness=0.6 MESA governs in this case,
hence (for this road) the other 3 modes are non-critical, ie:
(Flexure 1.2 MESA, Rutting 9 MESA,Shear Instability=1000 MESA !)
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Parameter: Total Traffic (MESA) - Basecourse Shear Instability
Model
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Application IV- Case History Rural Road (Balfour)
Cumulative Distribution for Structural Life for 5 percentile Design:Life to terminal Roughness=0.6 MESA governs in this case,
hence (for this road) the other 3 modes are non-critical, ie: (Flexure 1.2 MESA, Rutting 9 MESA, Shear Instability=1000 MESA !)

Note: it is not important if some modes of failure are difficult to predict, so long as 
the critical mode (that which achieves terminal condition first)  is predicted with 
reasonable reliability after calibration. Model uses only data currently in RAMM
Follows concept of Dawson (2002) Mechanistic Workshop – Outcomes Paper
Model now being trialled and calibrated on roads with known performance
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Expected 5%ile 
life is 0.6 MESA
(600,000 ESA) 
and governed 
by terminal 
roughness


